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Abstract. In 1945, the Cairo Academy for the Arabic Language opened a con-
test to find the best project for simplification of the Arabic writing system. They
received about 200 replies. We have chosen three of these projects (a preliminary
project by an Academy subcommitee, and projects by Ahmed Lakhdar-Ghazal
and Yahya Boutemene) and have implemented them via theΩ typesetting system.
In this paper we describe and discuss these projects and their implementations. A
text sample is presented both in simplified and in regular form.
Showing new aspects of the Arabic script, these systems can be useful for Arabic
typesetting, as well as in providing new directions for Arabic type design.
1 Introduction
In 1918, Lenin simplifies the Russian alphabet by abolishing 4 letters considered unnec-
essary from the phonetic point of view. In 1928, Kemal Atatürk simplifies the writing
of Turkish by switching from Arabic to Latin script—a drastic change motivated also
by political and historical factors; Latin script was supposed to bring Turkey closer to
the “western world.” In 1941, the Fraktur script is abolished in Germany: besides some
pseudo-historical racist Nazi argumentation, the main argument against Fraktur was low
readability. In the sixties Mao simplifies Chinese writing by replacing a certain number
of ideograms with simpler ones. In 1980, Greek writing system is simplified by abolish-
ing breathings and all but one accents: like in the case of Lenin, the argument is that they
play no rôle anymore in the phonetic representation of language.
These are “official” (grammatical) simplifications. There have been also purely typo-
graphical ones: for example, sans serif typefaces which appeared in the beginning of this
century are simplifications of the traditional typographical forms of the first 450 years
of typography. Such typographical simplifications have occured also in other scripts:
Cyrillic and Greek—of course, since they are direct relatives of the Latin script—but
also Armenian, Georgian—which are quite “latinocentric,” typographically speaking—
Hebrew, Arabic, Thai, CJK, etc. There are also examples of the contrary (scripts for
which simplification can be only minimal to avoid esthetic disasters); notorious exam-
ples being Amharic and Tibetan.
1.1 Simplifications of Arabic Script
Until now, the Arabic script has undergone only typographical simplifications. Indeed,
traditionalArabic typography, as described in [2] and [3], has some rather uncomfortable
aspects:
1. too many glyphs (hundreds of ligatures) make it difficult both to typeset and to read;
2. diacritics (when used) are hard to position correctly and often require manual ad-
justment, which is expensive in time and effort;
3. big differences in size between letters make small size typeset Arabic unreadable;
4. big ascenders and descenders require a bigger baseline skip than other scripts: less
lines fit on a page and hence more paper is necessary.
Another, less important, but still characteristic problem is that traditional Arabic typog-
raphy is a “closed world”: the variety of Western typographical styles (bold, italic, etc.)
can hardly be applied or find analogies. This can be a handicap both in translations of
Western books (for example scientific ones, where often italic, bold and small caps have
special meanings) or when mixing Arabic and other scripts.
In the last 30 years, thanks to new typesetting techniques (phototypesetting, com-
puter) there have been “modern” Arabic typefaces (see for example the sample of text
on fig. 9) resolving some—if not all—of the problems mentioned, and this is indeed a
“typographical simplification” of Arabic. In this paper we will present some new ap-
proaches (which in fact are not new historically, since they all have been proposed in
the fifties, but new because they have not yet been implemented1) which, we hope, will
get better known through our public domain implementation and can be useful both to
Arabic writers and readers of today as to Arabic type designers of the future.
1.2 Some History . . .
Besides providing a courageous and refreshing alternative vision of the Arabic writing
system, the simplification proposals we present have also an historical value. Here are
some details on their historical context, the reader will find more information in [7].
In 1936, at a meeting of the Cairo Academy of the Arabic Language, one of its mem-
bers, Ahmad al-Awamiri, proposes the establisment of a commission to study the prob-
lem of foreign words written in Arabic. After two years of discussions, the Academy
comes to the conclusion that the problem to solve is more general, and that the solution
had to be a simplification of the Arabic script. On january 23, Mansur Fahmi moves that
a commission be established, to . . . work, by all possible means, towards the simplifi-
cation of the writing of Arabic letters, by inventing [a new system], and to make correct
Arabic reading easier, but without abandoning the fundamental principles of the lan-
guage. The motion is accepted.
For years the commission makes no proposal. In 1942, it is repopulated. Finally in
1944, two projects are presented: the one by Abd al-Aziz Fahmi is basically a switch to
1 Except, of course, the LAKHDAR system (see section 3) which has been widely used in Morocco,
and has been adapted to a multitude of printing techniques.
the Latin alphabet, where a few letters (the heh2, sad , ain families and the hamza) keep
their original shapes (in two sizes, corresponding to upper and lower case); the second
one, by Ali l-Garim, keeps the original shapes of consonants but adds new letters shapes
for short vowels, noonation and madda. A month later, the Academy decides to drop
both projects, but nevertheless to publish them, as well as the minutes of the discussions.
A year later, on october 15th 1945, the Academy announces throughout the Ara-
bic world an international contest to find the best project of simplification of the Arabic
writing system, with a prize of 1,000 Egyptian pounds. The deadline for the contest is
november 1st 1946. The deadline is postponed to march 31st 1947. On may 19th 1947,
a new commission is established to study the 200 projects that have been received by the
Academy.
Five years later, on october 27th 1952, the commission declares that no project has
met the necessary requirements, and so nobody wins the £1,000 prize.
In march 1959, the commission forms a sub-commission which elaborates a project
of typographical simplification of Arabic. This project is the first of the three we are
presenting in this paper, we will refer to it as the “ACADEMY project” (see 2 for more
details). On december 19th, the commission thanks the subcommission and approves the
project, and on january 14th 1960, the Academy thanks the commission and approves
the project. Part of number XXIV (january 1969) of the Academy’s Journal is typeset
using this new typeface.
The second project (3, [6], [8]) we present is the one by Ahmed Lakhdar-Ghazal
(LAKHDAR) which is perhaps the only system that has been widely used (road signs in
Morocco are written in his typeface) and has already been adapted to several printing
methods.
Finally we present a project (4) by Yahya Boutemène, sent to the commission after
the end of the contest (in november 1955). This project has a very innovative approach:
it uses characters from the Latin and Greek alphabet, eventually a little transformed, to
approach Arabic letters graphically. We will refer to this project as BOUTEMENE.
2 The ACADEMY Project
2.1 Description
The ACADEMY project proposes typesetting of Arabic with as few as 72 types (the basic
traditionalsystem was using about 470 types). These types are displayed on fig. 1. On the
last row of this table we see five graphical elements (appendices) used in combination
with other characters; we have numbered them to make the description easier.
On the first row, we see the ligature for ‘God’ (Allah), without the vertical fatha.
On the second row we see the types for the isolated hamza, the alef , and letters beh,
teh, teh marbuta, theh. Nothing extraordinary for the moment, except for the fact that
the dots of letters beh, teh, theh, are slightly offset to the left, and that the isolated and
final forms are missing. These forms are constructed by concatenating them with ap-
pendix 5.
2 Throughout this paper, the names used for Arabic characters are taken from the Unicode v2
standard.
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Fig. 1. Table of typographical types of the ACADEMY project
On the third row we see the types for letters jeem, hah, khah. Here, finally, we see
something revolutionary (in the context of Arabic typesetting): the descenders of iso-
lated and final letters jeem, hah, khah have been cut off. Instead, we find a small de-
scender part, sufficient to distinguish isolated from initial, final from medial form.
On the fourth row we find types for letters dal , thal , reh, zain, seen, sheen, sad and
dad . Notice that once again a certain number of contextual forms are missing: there are
no final forms for 2-form letters and no medial and final forms for 4-form letters. What is
very interesting is that the forms corresponding to letters sad and dad are “incomplete,”
in the sense that they cannot be used by themselves for any contextual form: to produce
an isolated or final form, you need to concatenate it with appendix 3, and to produce an
initial or medial form you need to do the same operation with appendix 1.
On the fifth row we find types for letters tah, zah, ain and ghain. To produce the
final and isolated forms of tah and zah, you need to concatenate the existing types with
appendix 4. The letters ain and ghain have been drawn in a very special and unorthodox
way: instead of using three different graphical forms as usually (see fig. 2) only one is
used, namely the one of the initial letter. And, of course, the descenders of the final and
isolated forms have been cut off like in the case of the jeem family of letters.
ACADEMY Traditional typeface
jeem family1,2 g g
ain and ghain1,2 ` `
feh and qaf 1 "ff" f
letter kaf 3 #kk# k
letter meem1 £m¢¡ £m¢¡
letter heh4 ªh¨§ ª©¨§
lam-alef lig.1 ÐÏ ÐÏ
1 No difference between contextual forms design. 2 Broken descenders.
3 New form. 4 No difference between initial and medial form.
Fig. 2. Main design differences between traditional Arabic typeface and the ACADEMY project
On the sixth row, we find glyphs for letters feh, qaf , kaf , lam, meem, noon. With
letters feh and qaf , we obtain the nec plus ultra of typographical economy: all forms are
contructed out of a single type, all you need to obtain a final or isolated form is to add
appendix 2 (the same one used for the beh family of letters).
Letter kaf is very special: instead of using the regular four forms of kaf , a special
glyph is taken, used primarily in the typesetting of classical texts (initial and medial
forms of it can be found in the Quran, together with another ‘gigantic’ letter: the noon,
final and isolated forms only). This letter, in a somewhat shorter form, is also used in
ordinary Sindhi.
For the lettermeem, the final/isolated form is drawn with a very oblique (almost hor-
izontal) descender.
On the seventh row, we find types for letters waw , heh and yeh, as well for the lam-
alef ligature. There seems to be no difference between the final and isolated forms of
letter yeh and the alef maksura. A remarkable design decision seems to have been taken
for the medial form of letter heh: as we know, there are (at least) two possible variants
for this glyph: ‘h’ and ‘©’; these are both so important that in the Urdu language they
have been chosen to have different grammatical rôles: the former is used as a letter (pho-
netically close to heh) and the second one is written after a certain number of consonants
to indicate consonantic dipthongs. Well, ACADEMY goes a step further and abolishes both
variants, in favour of a glyph similar to the initial form of letter heh.
There is only one type for the lam-alef ligature, so this one has to be used for both
isolated and final form.
Finally, on the last row, we find the graphical elements used to construct supplemen-
tary contextual forms. The first one is the base of medial beh, teh, theh, etc. It is nec-
essary to form the medial and initial forms of sad-like letters. The remaining ones are
‘tails’, necessary to form a certain number of final and isolated contextual forms.3
2.2 Discussion
The ACADEMY project mainly aims to solve two problems:
(a) the large number of types needed for traditional Arabic typesetting, and
(b) the large vertical space needed by the ascenders and descenders of traditional types.
Both problems are solved without abandoning the classical design of types (don’t forget
that all this happened in the fifties!). From the overall design of the typeface we see that
a supplementary goal has been fulfilled:
(c) most of the types of the ACADEMY typeface, either exist already in the traditional one,
or can been obtained by cutting off parts of types of the latter.
For example, to obtain the new final/isolated jeem, one only needs to cut off part of
the type of the traditional typeface. This method even works for ‘tails’: to obtain the tail
needed for the sad-like letters (appendix 3), just take an isolated noon and cut the dot
off.
It would be interesting to know if one can obtain the final/isolated meem type, by
bending the descender of the traditional meem.
Still, there is one case where one has to draw new types: the ain and ghain letters. One
cannot obtain the medial and final ACADEMY forms of these letters by cutting or bending
traditional types.
And this brings us to a very interesting fact: if we restrain ourselves to the main
goals of this project (reducing the number of types, reducing the baseline skip, using
only available glyphs), there is no reason to invent new design forms for the medial and
final ain/ghain. And not only there is no reason for them to be, but their use contradicts
principle (c) [these glyphs have to be specially drawn!].
This brings us to the conclusion that the project ACADEMY actually wanted to be more
than just the design of an new “economic” typeface. It had to bring changes which would
(in the long term) simplify the Arabic writing system, and make it more “logical.”4
Another example illustrating this tendency is the one of medial letter heh: by taking
the same form as for the initial letter, we obtain a more “logical” way of writing. Of
course, this could hardly be applied to the final heh (the design bears no resemblances
anymore to the archetypal form of letter heh) but why hasn’t this been applied to the
isolated heh? Maybe the project didn’t wanted to be too radical? Or was it because a
3 It should be noted here that two forms seem to be missing: the final and isolated lam. In fact,
ACADEMY is not clear on the construction of these: the only logical choice would be to use the
initial/medial forms of lam followed by appendix 3. But these don’t seem to fit. For this rea-
son (and until a satisfactory solution has been found), the author has added “genuine” final and
isolated lam forms to the typeface and hence the total number of types needed to typeset with
ACADEMY becomes 74, instead of 72.
4 In the sense that the contextual forms of each letter—with the exception, of course, of letter
heh—are graphically much closer to each other than before.
‘strange’ isolated heh, would make an even stranger isolated teh marbuta, and this had
to be avoided?
What is also very interesting is the use of the ‘huge’ kaf . It is not a secret that the
‘huge’ letters kaf and noon give a special look to the typeset Quranic text, bringing
it closer to calligraphy. The choice of such a glyph for representing the (very frequent
in Arabic) letter kaf is a very radical one, and contradicts the principles of simplicity
and space economy. Of course, one can argue that the ‘huge’ kaf has a smaller ascen-
der that the regular kaf ; but what is gained in height, is lost in width: a text with many
kaf s is considerably wider than the same text with regular ones. A different—and more
reasonable—solution would be to bend kaf ’s ascender and bring it closer to the horizon-
tal, as has been done with the descender of the meem.
Why has the ACADEMY project taken such a (apparently illogical) decision? Is it to
counterbalance the loss of esthetic quality resulting from the new way of typesetting the
final/isolated beh, teh, theh . . . ? Is it to give the new typeface a very specific look? Is it
to remind the reader that, although new, this typeface has its roots in traditional Arabic
typography?
Many unanswered questions make this a very interesting project to study and to im-
plement. The reader can find a sample of it on fig. 8;5 the same text, typeset in a tradi-
tional Arabic typeface, can be found on fig. 7.
2.3 Conclusion
This project wants to bring changes without breaking with the esthetics of traditional
Arabic typography. It wants to be practical, by re-using types from traditional typefaces,
but doesn’t hesitate to draw new glyphs when this is necessary to simplify not only type-
setting but also the Arabic writing system in general. If we consider the circumstances
under which this project has been developped6 it deserves to be called “revolutionary.”
It is a pity that it hasn’t be used more widely.
3 The LAKHDAR Project
Ahmed Lakhdar-Ghazal, Director of the Morocco Institute of Research et Studies on
Arabization, has been working on the LAKHDAR project for the last fourty years. His sys-
tem has been adapted to all printing methods (traditional, Linotype, phototypesetting,
computer). It has been distributed on Letraset foils, IBM electric typewriter disks and
balls, and many other media.
In this paper we will present our public domain implementation of theLAKHDARproject,
based on a font of the Ω system (Omega Serif Arabic, see [9] [4] and [5]).
5 The text of the sample is taken from [1].
6 Let us not forget that it is the work of a subcommitee of a commitee of an Institution as old and
traditional as the Cairo Academy of Arabic Language, and this in the fifties.
3.1 Description
There are two levels of the LAKHDAR system: level 1, the “pure” system, uses 84 types;
level 2, the “complete” one uses 107 types. Contrarily to the ACADEMY system, this num-
ber also includes types for vowels and other diacritics, digits and punctuation, as well
as 5 “foreign” characters (the pseudo-letter veh, Farsi peh and gaf , and Maghrebian dot-
less feh and hah with caron accent).
The reader can see the two levels of the LAKHDAR system on fig. 3. The table is ac-
tually divided in three parts:
– Part A. The “pure” system.
– Part B. The auxiliary characters which, together with part A, form the “complete
system.” The three rows are called: “Prioritary esthetic letters,” “Secondary esthetic
letters,” “Special letters/shadda.”
– Part C. Types added by the author for the sake of completeness.
The idea behind the “pure system” was to obtain, as much as possible, a one-to-
one correspondence between letters of the alphabet and types. Of course, this is not al-
ways possible and two exceptions remain: the yeh (and derived letters: alef maksura
and hamza with carrior) and the heh (and the derived teh marbuta). Nevertheless, the
LAKHDAR project gets very close to the “one-to-one” principle. To obtain isolated and
final forms, the three “tails” of the third row of table 3 are used.
For the sake of the “one-to-one” principle, many compromises have been taken, and
in some cases this is esthetically unacceptable: note, for example, that there is no lam-
alef ligature, nor an isolated noon. Fortunately these types are included in part B of the
table. Also are included medial, final and isolated forms of the ain and ghain, and fi-
nal/isolated forms of letters jeem, hah, khah, seen, sheen, sad and dad . Five “foreign”
letters have been added: the Farsi peh and gaf , the “artificial” veh and the Magrebian
letter hah and dotless feh with caron accent.
The reader will notice that the LAKHDAR system contains letters alef with upper and
lowerhamza, as well as withmadda, but not the corresponding lam-alef ligatures. These
have been added by the author in part C of the table. Also in the LAKHDAR system there
is an initial/medial hah with caron but no isolated/final form for this letter: it has been
added in part C.
A very interesting aspect of the Lakhdar system is the treatment of vowels and dia-
critics. The problems with these important ingredients of the Arabic writing system are:
(a) it is hard to find where to place them (even for a computer), and (b) depending on
the letters they are placed upon, they tend to get too high (or too low) and increase even
more the baseline skip.
These problems have been solved in the LAKHDAR system in a very elegant way: vow-
els/diacritics are placed not above or below letters, but between them and their height or
depth is never bigger than the one of letters. See, for example, the following vowelized
sentence:
I¨jRj¡d¡c£fG ¨d Y J f
A.
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C. (Added by the author)
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Fig. 3. Table of typographical types of the LAKHDAR project
where, of course, we have omitted the wasla on the alef since this diacritic is not pro-
vided in the LAKHDAR system.
Why is the shadda diacritic not part of the “pure system?” The answer is very simple:
the LAKHDAR system preconizes complete vocalisation of Arabic [a practice that seems
almost utopic in the modern Arabic world]; and since there can never be a double con-
sonant not followed by a vowel, every shadda must necessarily be accompagnied by a
such; the shadda+vowel combinations are indeed included in the “pure system.”
The reader can see a sample of our LAKHDAR system implementation, on fig. 10. As
our implementation of the LAKHDAR system is based on the Omega Serif Arabic font, we
have also typeset the same text in that typeface (fig 9), so that the reader can compare
the two approaches.
3.2 Discussion
The LAKHDAR system is first of all an attempt for the ultimate abstraction of Arabic al-
phabet letters. Ahmed Lakhdar-Ghazal has tried to purify the design of the Arabic letter
as much as possible, so that only what is strictly essential for the reader remains.
The greatest achievement of the LAKHDAR project is that this abstraction has been
obtained by respecting at the same time typographical esthetics. We can consider the
“pure system” as a tribute to abstraction with only intellectual value, while the “complete
system” is a real-world Arabic typesetting system, optimized both for readability and for
economy in time, effort and paper.
4 The BOUTEMENE Project
Contrarily to ACADEMY and LAKHDAR, BOUTEMENE is a “small” project. It has been de-
velopped by a single person (probably in his spare time) and, in all honesty, cannot be
considered as “real-world ready.” In other words, the author can hardly imagine some-
body reading a whole book written in BOUTEMENE.
Nevertheless, it is a very interesting solution to a certain number of problems, and a
very refreshing view of the Arabic writing system: it certainly deserves attention.
4.1 Description
The goal of the BOUTEMENE project is to draw Arabic letters in such a way that they re-
semble as much as possible to lowercase Latin and Greek alphabet letters. In fact, when-
ever possible, real Latin and Greek letters have been taken, eventually rotated or inverted.
This is by no means a transcription of Arabic; Latin and Greek letters have been used
purely graphically.
The reader can find the complete list of BOUTEMENE types on fig. 4. On the first two
rows we present the types of the original BOUTEMENE project; the third row has been
added by the author, following the same design principles.
m l k j i h g f e d c ñ î b a ì
ò í ó ë ï ê z y x w u t s r q p o n
ú ö õ ô ù
Fig. 4. Table of typographical types of the BOUTEMENE project
Probably the method used by Yahya Boutemène, was to take each one of the Arabic
letters, and to try to figure out which Latin lowercase7 letter resembles it the most.
Some choices are very convincing: a 180 degrees rotated ‘m’ represents letter seen,
and the same one with circumflex accent, letter sheen8; the Greek letter A is used for ain,
and a dotted A for letter ghain; a 90 degrees counterclokwise rotated ‘v’ for letter hah;
letter ‘b’ indeed looks close enough to a tah.
Other choices are rather unfortunate: letter ‘o’ has been chosen to represent themeem,
but evidently the isolated heh looks much more like ‘o’ than meem; instead, ‘ø’ is used
for heh: this may be a good choice for the initial form, but is less clear for the medial one.
Letter ‘s’ has been chosen for the isolated alef maksura; it certainly is the most ‘logical’
choice, but still it is not very convincing graphically. To represent sad and dad , BOUTE-
MENE takes a letter ‘b’ without ascender; once again, it is logical: since ‘b’ with ascender
denotes tah, it is logical that the same letter without ascender denotes sad ; once again,
the resemblance is not breathtaking; letter ‘a’ has been chosen for the final heh, here
again we do not consider the resemblance strong enough . . .
The remaining choices are simple and logical: letter ‘l’ has been chosen for the alef ,
‘i’ for the noon (it works fine for the initial and medial forms, but not as well for the
isolated and final forms), and the different combinations of ‘ı’ with dots and circumflex
accent for beh, teh, theh, etc. A 180 degrees rotated ‘r’ has been used for the dal , a
horizontally inverted dotted ‘e’ for the feh and derivatives, and finally a special form of
letter ‘g’ has been used for the waw .
Certain letters had to be specially drawn: a letter ‘l’ with hook (similar to a long dot-
less ‘j’) for the lam, a very low dotless ‘j’ for the reh, and a symbol which looks like a
headless ‘3’ digit, for the kaf . It is very interesting to note that the same symbol, rotated
180 degrees, has been used for the stand-alone hamza. On fig. 5 we compare the basic
shapes of this system with letters taken from the modern Arabic Ω font.
Undoubtedly, the biggest handicap of BOUTEMENE is that Latin and Greek letters only
resemble to certain forms of Arabic letters. Letter ‘i’ is a good choice for a medial or
7 Only lowercase letters have been used, because in the original BOUTEMENE project, a second
table of types uses only uppercase letters. This table being less satisfactory than the lowercase
one, we have decided to limit our discussion and implementation to the latter.
8 Linguists have observed the similarity between the Arabic , the Hebrew C and the Cyrillic
B. Some say that all of these letters derive from the same Egyptian hieroglyphD having the
form of three papyri leaves (and the sound ‘sh’). If Boutemène had access to a Cyrillic typeface,
he may have taken the Cyrillic B instead of a rotated Latin ‘m’, identifying hereby letters with
very very old common ancestors . . .
q o m k i e c a ì
£ ~ w m `
ò ë ñ î y x w u s
Ý × Ö ÓË ¾ » ·®
Fig. 5. Comparison between the Ωmodern Arabic typeface and BOUTEMENE
Fig. 6. The sentence ÏÞ£´ÀÖ! written in four BOUTEMENE typefaces: Times, Palatino, Gill Sans
Bold, Optima
initial noon, but certainly not for a isolated or final one. Of course, the usual “extreme
cases” (the heh and the yeh) have been solved by adding new letters for different forms:
‘a’ for the final heh, ‘s’ for the final/isolated yeh. In particular, in this context there can be
no notion of ‘tail’ (the graphical element which allows us to obtain a certain number of
isolated/final forms, both in ACADEMY and LAKHDAR), simply because letters are totally
disconnected.
4.2 Discussion
After having thoroughly criticized the BOUTEMENE system, let us mention its advantages:
1. Arabic becomes a member of the LGC (Latin-Greek-Cyrillic) family of alphabets.
All typographical styles can been applied (see fig. 6 for a sample of four well-known
typefaces adapted to BOUTEMENE), all typefaces adapted. Arabic and LGC text can
be mixed without additional problems.
2. BOUTEMENE is by far the most economic typesetting system: only 39 types are nec-
essary (without counting vowels/diacritics, digits and punctuation), and these have
very small widths, compared to other Arabic typefaces.
3. BOUTEMENE letters have the usual Latin descenders and ascenders so that they can
share exactly the same baseline skip as LGC letters.
Are these advantages sufficient to justify the effort needed to get used to this new
writing system? How steep is the learning curve? Which LGC typefaces are the best
suited to be BOUTEMENE-ized? We hope that the availability of our public domain BOUTE-
MENE implementation will allow users from the Arabic reader community to test the sys-
tem and provide answers to these questions.
5 The implementation
The Ω typesetting system (by John Plaice and the author) is an extension of TEX to 16-
bit fonts and data. To typeset Arabic withΩ, one uses internal filters (called ΩTPs = Ω
Translation Processes); these filters, written in Lex-like syntax, are dynamically loaded
during compilation of the document by Ω.
Arbitrary input First ΩTP−−−−−→ Unicode++ (non contextual)ySecondΩTP
Unicode++ (contextual)
ThirdΩTP−−−−−→ Font encoding
The possibility of combining these filters has been used in the following way: a first fil-
ter reads the data input (for example, the text document on disk) and converts it to Uni-
code++ (a superset fo the Unicode encoding, intended for typography). A second filter
performs contextual analysis, sending Unicode++ Arabic characters to a certain number
of tables in the higher range, taking into account the contextual form of each character.
Finally, a third filter sends contextually analyzed Arabic to the font table in use.
Dividing the processing of Arabic into three steps proves to be extremely useful in
cases such as the ones described in this paper: to adapt Ω to ACADEMY, LAKHDAR and
BOUTEMENE we only had to rewrite the third filter: the mapping of already contextually
analyzed characters to positions in the font table; this required only a minimal effort.
This method also makes font encoding totally independent of input encoding: weither
the input is in 7-bit transcribed Arabic, or ASMO, or ISO 8859, or any other encoding,
only the first filter needs to change: once we are inside Unicode++, the input encoding
is already forgotten by the procedure, and the third filter never finds out about it.
ΩTPs serve also for other transformations depending on the script or language, for
example upper/lowercasing [which is irrelevant for Arabic, but can seriously corrupt
7-bit transcribed Arabic], applying punctuation conventions, etc. In the case of tradi-
tional Arabic, and additionalΩTP is applied (between the second and third filter) to in-
troduce esthetic ligatures: having a separate filter for doing this allows dynamic activa-
tion/deactivation.
6 Conclusion
We have presented three systems of simplification of the Arabic writing system. There
are other proposals which deserve to be studied and implemented9 and the author hopes
to do this in a future publication. For the moment, the readers are invited to use the pro-
posed implementations and give their feedback [weither positive or negative] so that
these systems can be perfectionated (or completely abandoned, if considered useless).
All three typefaces are available as Type 1 PostScript fonts, together with OVF and
OCP files, to be used with the Ω system by John Plaice and the author. These files can
be retrieved by anonymous ftp from the following URL:
ftp://ftp.ens.fr/pub/tex/yannis/arabic-simpli
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A¤Ïdmlwqd¢A 	`y¢`ª°Yr§,`d
¤¢A	¬tª,¬r	ª¢¦Ï¬ÏÐ:¢yr®¦
¬¢yr.¬dmlÏ¬Ï§,`d¬A¬d©£
mlk,¬b©£bAyr;y`w©£¢Aqd¬§¢¦T
¢©£¬b©A©£,¬Xkyr¨Ay©£;kA¤®sAn©£lmA
Dr,¬®Xkry©£lmA ,¬®w°©£lmAr,
¬®Tlb©£lmAltnA¬`A¡ÏTA¬Gd ¬SA­
¬`SA .
¢Hmy©AÏ¬Ï§,¬mm	ymAyn©A¬y¦¥Xs©A¤
`m r ¬yl¢mknÏ`A¨£¦y©£¬tl
¢n©£.
¬°®w¡¢¦Ï®A¡A¤Ï¢yr¤®l`bA¤¢t©mAÏ¢yr
°dÔqYr`dr¬ml,Swt©£mt©£
¬bb	y©£¨A¢`©A°GAl`Ay©A,¬¬d©£
¤r®©£yA myl¬`AA®AH	ÏgA
¨nA.
YdÏ¢yr¤¬Ï¢yr¢AAtªmt©£,¬£®`rw
¢AXyªn©£¢¦Sr,¬¨bw¢`©Al`¬r®A
°GA,¬¢SA¨dÏA gmyly©A,¬x®Ï`A
Gr®bH	gA¨A.
Fig. 7. Text sample typeset in traditional Arabic typeface
A¤òdmlw#qd¢A ðt"`y¢`ª°YÕr§,
`dð¤¢At"¬tª,¬rt"ª¢¦ò¬ÏÐ:
ð¢yr®¦¬ð¢yr.¬db"mlk#ò¬Ï§,`d
¬A¬dh£mlk,¬ðbh£bAyr;y`wÕh£
¢Aqd¬§¢¦Tf"ð¢h£¬bhAh£,¬fkyr¨Ayh£;
kA¤®sñnh£lmADÕr,¬®fkryh£lmA
 ,¬®wÕ°h£lmAr,¬®Tlbh£lmAl
tnA¬`A¡öTAð¬Gd ð¬SA­ð¬`SA .
¢HmðyhAò¬Ï§,¬Õmmt"ymAynhA¬y¦¥fshAð¤`m 
r ¬yl¢mknö`A¨£¦ðyh£¬tlY$
¢nh£.
¬°®w¡¢¦ò®A¡A¤ò¢yr¤®l`bA¤¢ðthmA
ò¢yr°dÔq"qYÕr`dr¬mlk#,Swth£
mth£¬bbt"ôyh£¨A"¢`hAô°GAl`A"yhA,
¬¬dh£ð¤r®h£ðyA myl¬ð`AA®AHt"
ògA¨nA#.
YÕd"ò¢yr¤¬ò¢yr¢AAtªmth£,¬£®`rw¢A
fyªnh£¢¦Sr,¬¨bw¢`hAl`b"¬r®AÕ°
ðGA,¬¢SA¨dòA gmylyhA,¬x®ò`A"Gr®b
Ht"ðgA¨A.
Fig. 8. Text sample typeset in ACADEMY
»nÎÄmßÀØºm¿¸Ën`cxv¬ÛË¬Ö·Ò،
p¬cÎËnvx×~wÖ،×v»x¿ÖËÑmÄ×ÈzÉzt:
cËÛÚÑ×cËÛs.×·mmrKmßÀ½Ä×ÈÒ،p¬×³ns
×m¿vÔÍmßÀ¼t،×cqKÔÍqKn»{Ûm؛¿Û¬ØKÔÍËn³¸×Ò
ËÑ«¤µcËKÔÍ×qKÔn¿ÔÍ،×v´¼ÛÓn³ÛÔÍ³؛¼nÎ
Úd¾«ÐÔÍ»ÀKÌn ،×Ú´¼K³ÛÔÍ»ÀKÌnÁ،×ÚØÜ
pÔÍ»ÀKÌn}،×Ú¤ÀqÔÍ»ÀKÌn~À¿wÐn×¾£¬nÊmÆ³¤n
c×m¿°m`c×m¿KnÙc×m¿¬n`.
ËKÌtcÛÔnÄ×ÈÒ،×ÌKÌx³ÛÌnpÛÐÔn×pÏ´Ôn
cÎv¬ÌÁKm»ÁK×ÛÀtËÌ¼ÐtÆp¬nÓÍ«ÑcpÛÔÍ
×m¿wKÀKËÐÔÍ.
×ÚØÊËÑmÄÚKnÊ»nÎmÄËÛmÎÚÀ¬qnÎË­cwÔÌn
mÄËÛsmj¹m¿¸p¬×}mßÀ½،³ØK·wÔÍ
«ÌKwÔÍ×qKqxg¿ÛÔÍm¿KÓnoË¬Ông°m¿°npt¿ÀK¬no
³ÛÔn،××«vÔÍcÎvÚÔÍcÛn`~ÌÛÀt×c¿¬npn¿Ús
nKsvxmÄnÓÐnº.
³K¶mÄËÛmÎ×mÄËÛsËn·n¿wÖ«ÌKwÔÍ،×Ú¬³ØmËn
v´ÛÖ«ÐÔÍËÑm¿KK،×ÓqØmË¬Ôn¿ÀK¬r×m¿KÚnt
c¿°npt،×ËnÓsmÄn`m£§ÌÛÀt³ÛÔn،×eÚtmÄ¿¬no
m¿°ÚqtvxcnÓn.
Fig. 9. Text sample typeset in modern Arabic (Ω system)
cGMOGdedhcmGdbOeGACNJmJYjveYaibUQ,HYOC
eGJJmRhLJ,hJQcJmdeGhOKKI:CejQjhCejQI.hbO
GROGOMHmGdedcmhO,HYOhaGIhGdOJgGdedcI,hCMHg
MHGcKjQG;djYhVgeGabOhezWamCeghMHgGdg,
hJacjQgGajg;acGjSCdmzfgcdeGMVQ,hjacQajg
cdeGONdm,hjhUiHgcdeGNQr,hjWdHgcdeGLdu
dJfGhdmWYGGaWGQChGdZOGAChGdTGiChGdYTGA.
eMeICNjgGhO,hUeeJmajeGHjfgGhHjfaSgGCJYedm
SQGcdmhSjdIeecfIHYGOgzCHjghGdJNdwefg.
haijheGjGcGGejQGjdYHGe{CNJgeGGejQI
aiMOGFbmGdbUQHYONQhrGdedcm,aThbJgzeJghMHHJm
EdjgGdPgGHmeYgGEdiGdZGHIddYGHmajgG,hhzOJgC
JQjgCTjGALejdIhCdYGHGdPjPISGQIJMJmGTLGQgfGcm.
aUObmGejQGhGejQIeGbGdJzeJg,hdjYQahGeGJNaj
zfgeGdTQ,hPgHhGeYgGddYHmhGdQjGVIaiCdZGHI,
heTGgOIGTGAGdLejdIajgG,hQDjIGdYGHmGdZQjHIJMJm
CTLGQgG.
Fig. 10. Text sample typeset in LAKHDAR
wazxôfhaxyxëwaxuhyaìôgccrímyrïtóunjê,brhôzyacc
këecï,ëcjwcxïyzaxôëxahdxadñ:ôyíjízëôyíjî.ëuhakhahfb
axyxwxôëxahê,brhëtaîëaxhcêyaxyxwñ,ëôfbêyfbawdíja;
xírëoêyyatuhëêyzrptôyêyëfbêaxêy,ëctwíjêatíêy;
twazílôxrzêywxyafoj,ëítwjtíêywxyahgx,ëíënóbêy
wxyagje,ëípxbêywxyaexlxczaëxprayaxötpajôëaxshaìôë
axmaóôëaxrmaì.
yfyñôgíêaxôëxahê,ënyyctíyabízêaëbízztlêaôzcryxlja
wxëlíxñyywzñxöbrahêyrzôbíêyëaxcgxnyzêy.
ëtóíëyyzaxôíaywazaxôyíjazíxrbazyrôgcêyaaxôyíjîtófhaúu
axunjbrhgjëeaxyxw,tmëucêyrycêyëfbbcöxíêyaxiêab
yrêaöxóaxsabñxxrabtíêa,ëërhcêyôzcjíêyômíaìeyíxñ
ëôxrabaxiíiîlajîcfcaxômeajêzaw.
tnhuaxôyíjazëaxôyíjîyauaxcïrycêy,ëxyírjtëayacgtíï
rzêyyzaxmj,ëiêbëayrêaxxrbëaxjíaoñtóôxsabñ,ëymaêhî
axômaìaxeyíxñtíêa,ëjõíñaxôxrabaxsjíbñcfcômeajêa.
Fig. 11. Text sample typeset in BOUTEMENE
